
 
 

Adventure #15 

Last Session… 

e ended with the party finally returning to town from the Lost Mine of 

Phandelver after a 10-hour delve into its depths, ultimately meeting an 

unpleasant beholder named Xezzlomax in a weird place called Mideon.  They 

opted NOT to take the beholder’s offer to plunge deeper into the caves and 

retrieve a magical artifact.  And probably a wise decision for it would have been 

exceedingly dangerous. 

 

So the heroes returned to the sunlight and trudged back to Phandalin with the 

rescued dwarf Gundren Rockseeker, along with the item they gained from the 

beholder as a bribe:  The Deck of Many Things. 

W 



 

 

Sildar Hallwinter, agent of the Lord’s Alliance, is not pleased to hear that the 

mine is not completely cleared out, and in fact a beholder has control of the 

Forge of Spells, and with its duergar metalsmiths it might very well have the 

ability to churn out magic weapons and armor and supply its troops or even 

humanoid races on the surface.  It is a potential source of conflict in the region 

just when Sildar was hoping to bring a hint of civilization to the Phandalin 

region. 

 

Sildar’s solution is head north to Neverwinter with Gundren and Fyghta Wan 

and make a proposal to the Lord’s Alliance – there’s an immediate threat to the 

region in the form of a powerful monster with the Forge of Spells: give me 

troops to take care of it! 

 



Sildar doesn’t know if Neverwinter will agree 

with his idea or not, but he’s confident it 

will work.   So in the morning he will leave 

with Gundren and Fyghta Wan and they’ll 

be back in about 5 days with or without a 

regiment of soldiers.  

 

That’s all well and good, it gives the PCs 

some downtime to rest and recuperate and 

take care of some other business in the 

area, namely as they’d already decided, to 

take up the bounty offered by Townmaster 

Wester and eliminate the orcs at Wyvern 

Tor.  They’d actually agreed to do this in 

Session #3 and are finally getting around to 

it in Session #15, although only a matter of 

four or five days have passed in-between.  

 

They trade out some loot they’ve been 

collecting on their adventures in exchange 

for easily portable gemstones.  

 

And then it’s off to the Sleeping Giant Inn & Alehouse to celebrate and relax 

and enjoy themselves before they find Wyvern Tor the next day.  

 

It late in the evening and the hot duck and venison and pork are all devoured, 

and the wine and ale flows, and the candles burn low and the other patrons 

leave and the taproom is finally quiet and still, when Fyghta Wan the human 

fighter, native Local Hero of Phandalin, looks up from his cups with a twinkle 

in his eye and says – “I think I’m ready. Show me the deck.”  

 

Now, we had a long discussion about actually convincing the NPC Fyghta Wan 

to use the Deck.  The *real* PCs aren’t ready to do it.  They’ve perused the Deck 

many times in the past and are damn well aware of its gifts and curses.  But 

it’s an irresistible temptation, and it’s ultimately justified that Fyghta Wan, as 

the Local Hero, thinks that the magical Deck might help him better defend his 

hometown of Phandalin.   

 

So we randomly decide that the brave man will pull two cards, and with slick 

palms and jittery fingers, Fyghta Wan takes two placards from the Deck.  



 
 

And oddly enough, Fyghta Wan gets two celestial bodies, the Sun and the 

Comet.  The first card fills the warrior with brawny strength, and as the others 

watch in amazement they see Fyghta Wan’s biceps bulge and grow, his neck 

thickens and his armor becomes noticeably tighter as his girth expands.  He’s 

gained 2 points of Strength.  The second card, the Comet, is a little more 

nebulous: he must single-handedly defeat the next monster or group of 

monsters by himself, and if done, he will immediately gain an experience level.  

 

So his goal of finding a way to better defend Phandalin has actually been 

fulfilled, more or less.   He just hopes it’s a lone kobold on the road to 

Neverwinter and not Venomfang the dragon from Thundertree.  

 

[DM Note: I actually still have the 1990’s Deck of Many Things from Dragon 

Magazine, laminated and preserved for many, many years now, so we used it].  



So, with that out of the way, they get a good night’s rest, wake up in the 

morning and talk to Townmaster Wester briefly,who is somewhat surprised 

they’re still alive, and gets directions and a map and landmarks to look for 

while traveling to Wyvern Tor to eliminate the orcs threatening travelers. 

 

 

It’s about a 40 mile trip altogether, partly on the Triboar Trail where the orcs 

have been known to harass pilgrims and travelers, but they have to cut sharply 

east off road and plunge into the foothills.  One distinct landmark to look for is 

a tall, singular mountain with a plume of white smoke rising from its summit.  

But the dwarf cleric Thorin isn’t jumping into this mission without a plan, and 

oh, what a plan he has.  Both ambitious and pernicious at the same time. See, 

one of the dwarf’s background skills is crafting a wicked dwarven brew, and 

along with Carp the Halfling druid’s help, they scour the woodlands around 

Phandalin for special wormwood root that the dwarf knows is a powerful poison 



and hallucinogenic.  Their plan at this point is to find the orcs by tempting 

them into an easy ambush and “leaving” a keg of poisoned beer for them to 

consume and then return to pick off the stragglers.  

 

Thorin learned the fine art of beer 

brewing from his dwarven 

brothers in Temple before he was 

later exiled for heresy against the 

church.  In fact, he’s still a wanted 

heretic and this is an ongoing 

issue with the dwarf.  Anyway, he 

has some skills so he cooks up the 

wormwood and adds into the 

already potent brew, and then 

they look around Phandalin to find 

a noteworthy mule to use, and 

they find Hank the One-eyed, 

three-legged ass and decide that it 

will make the best fodder possible 

because it’s most likely that Hank 

won’t be surviving this encounter with his hide intact.  

 

[DM Note- This had shades of the Gas-Camel scenario all over it].  

 

 
 



They also need a horse, and the only one really available is from Carp’s farm, 

and if IT dies he’ll have to shapechange into a horse and become the family’s 

work animal, and that’s not a proposition he likes, so they’ll have to keep the 

horse alive and bring it back. So with a mule and a horse and a pony keg and a 

plan, the four heroes set off toward the Triboar Trail, this time deliberately 

looking for trouble.  Hopefully the orcs will meet them along the way, but that’s 

really just going to be a random encounter. And they DO have a random 

encounter that night…but it’s not orcs. 

 

They’ve all been bedded for quite a while now and it’s nearing dawn, and 

Thorin the dwarf is groggily trying to stay awake on his watch when he hears a 

sound in the woods and a BARRAGE of IRON SPIKES fly at him.  Most clatter 

off his armor or stick in the ground, and then he hears a roar as something 

large thrashes toward their camp.  

 

 
 



 

 
 

The leonine monster roars another challenge and launches straight up fifty 

feet, throwing more spikes at Thorin, but most miss the mark or reflect off his 

polished metal armor.  Elgweth and Carp and Cora are all up and awake by 

this point, immediately followed by chill touches, eldritch blasts and other 

assorted magical attacks. The heroes aren’t quite sure what this monster is 

(failing the Nature checks) but that doesn’t stop them from annihilating it 

quickly.  The beast realizes it is outgunned, but even as it tries to flee through 

the sky a final blast of magic catches it and the thing’s corpse plummets into a 

nearby small pond. 

 

Wiping their hands, the party goes back to sleep for a little while before the sun 

rises. Stupid monster.  

 



k

 

 

[DM Note – a battlemap was absolutely NOT necessary for this random 

encounter, but I had it so we used it and just cribbed a miniature from the 

box].  

 

The next day is the second leg of the long forty mile trek to Wyvern Tor, and 

here they depart the Triboar Trail and enter the Sword Mountain foothills.  

Their plan is to have two PCs stay up front with the horse for a “quick escape” 

and use the mule Hank with a keg of poison beer to lure an ambush with them 

as bait. There’s no random encounters, but as the sun is finally setting that 

evening they do see a lonely, shattered tower rising from a tor in the distance 

and a lone humanoid figure standing at the ledge.  They don’t think it is THE 

tor, not Wyvern Tor, they haven’t been far enough according to their map, but 



this site is still suspicious so Elgweth agrees to scout ahead while the others 

hang back with the horse and mule.  

 

 

 

Elgweth takes a wide berth around from the west side and sneaks up through 

a patch of brambles to observe the ruined watchtower. He soon sees that it’s 

not just one person but several, and more than that, they appear to be dead 

orcs.  Rot and maggots cover their bodies and they shamble slowly around the 

top of the tor with aimless direction.  But then he spots something even 

stranger behind a tall clump of boulders – a living human man in red robes 

sitting cross legged before a small fire, chanting and humming and lost in some 

kind of arcane reverie.  Two zombie orcs are flanking him for protection.  

 



 

 

Elgweth makes ample use of his message cantrip to communicate ideas back 

and forth to the party, or at least to Cora the monk who then relates it to the 

others.  Elgweth just keeps watching, wondering if these ARE the orcs of 

Wyvern Tor, and maybe this guy in the red robes has already disposed of them. 

He’s not sure.  About fifteen minutes later the man stops chanting and finally 

stands up, and Elgweth gets a good look at him in the glow from the crackling 

fire.   He’s bald on top with shaggy black hair hanging around his ears, and a 

weird looking black “K” tattoo on his forehead. Elgweth is completely hidden in 

the brambles and they have no idea he’s there, and the necromancer (Elgweth 

assumes he’s a necromancer, he’s surrounded by dead things that seem to 

follow him) heads back to the ruined tower and goes inside. 

 

 

 



The elf wizard/rogue deliberates with 

his companions briefly, and 

ultimately he decides to send the 

necromancer a message spell and ask 

him:   

Are these the orcs of Wyvern Tor as 

your servants?  

So in context, the guy is just sitting 

in his tower all by his lonesome, 

accompanied as far as he knows only 

by dead orcs, and all of a sudden he 

hears a voice like someone is 

whispering over his shoulder into his 

ear.  It scares the crap out of him.  

 

He rushes outside into the dying 

sunlight, for long shadows of dusk 

and a dull orange glow have spread 

over the tor as the sun sets.  

 

“Who is that?  Who is there?  

ANSWER me!”  

 

Elgweth responds with another 

anonymous message cantrip, trying 

to tell the guy they don’t mean any 

harm, but he seems borderline 

deranged and ranting and starts 

trudging around the rocky plateau 

with his zombie orcs in tow, 

searching for whoever or whatever is 

talking to him.  

 

 

Elgweth doesn’t reveal his presence and hides further in the brambles, not sure 

if they want to or even need to confront this individual.  Most likely he’s not the 

nicest of people if he consorts with stinky, rotting dead, and the man is getting 

indignant.  



 

 

Ultimately Elgweth leaves the necromancer and sneaks back to the group and 

together they retreat back a few hundred yards to a sheltered area because 

they can’t travel at night with the pack animals.   

 

The necromancer doesn’t make any more trouble that evening and there are no 

random encounters, and the next morning they depart, making a wide berth 

around the ruined tower so they won’t meet the guy again, and they head due 

east looking for landmarks.  And then they finally see the mountain and the 

white plume of smoke far in the distance and know they’re on the right track to 

Wyvern Tor. 



 

 

The plan is the same as before – the elf and halfing ride ahead on horseback 

with the mule and wormwood beer in tow, trying to make themselves as 

conspicuous as possible and draw out the orc ambushers who are supposedly 

in the area.  Then the PCs will turn tail and abandon Hank and the brew as 

dinner and a drink.  

 

Four hours into the morning their plan pays off. 

 

Six howling orcs finally swoop down from a distant rocky outcropping with 

weapons waving.  Elgweth makes it looks like they’re surprised and flustered 

and terrified and “fakes” leaving the mule in a fit of frustration, charging away 

on horseback and leaving the bewildered Hank to his fate.  There’s some other 

tidbits on the mule too to sweeten the deal, just a handful of coppers and 

whatnot to make it look like it’s a genuine haul and not an actual trap.  



 

And then they play the waiting game. 

 

It’s midmorning now and they assume the orcs will take the mule and keg back 

to their encampment and probably not waste much time indulging in either 

one.  Thorin knows that the brew is potent, but how it will affect orc physiology 

he’s not completely sure.  They’ll give it a good while to take effect and then 

approach from stealth and reassess the situation.  If it’s just six orcs it 

wouldn’t have been too much of a problem anyway.  

 

After a long while they judge that enough time has passed for something to 

have happened so they try to approach the tor from the south.  And then they 

hear the singing. Raucous, drunken, inebriated orcish singing and music, 

primarily someone banging on a drum.   



 

 



 

 

A gaudy tent has been erected at the top of the plateau that looks completely 

out of place and has obviously been stolen from someone else.  There are not 

six but TWELVE orcs gathered around it, and the pony keg is tapped and 

empty and Hank has been hacked to bloody pieces and is cooking over a fire pit 

and a few orcs are ripping away chunks of mule flesh and stuffing their tusked 

mouths.  These orcs are obviously well beyond sober, and Thorin knows that 

this particular brew should be hallucinogenic as well, just to make it even 

worse.  He’s somewhat surprised they’re still standing but knows that 

ultimately they won’t be able to recover until after a long night’s rest.   

 

The PCs are crouched above the encampment on the west side, and there’s no 

guards at all.  The orcs have abandoned security in favor of hedonism.  The 

only question now is how exactly do they want to dispatch these drunken 

disorderlies?   So many choices!  

 

But then the flap of the tent opens and a big, burly, Momma-looking female 

ogre steps out and barks something in orcish that the PCs don’t speak well, 



but sounds vaguely like – “You boys are too crazy out here!”  Or something like 

that.  She’s carrying a kettle in her hands, but more surprising is the  

“K”- SHAPED TATTOO ON HER FOREHEAD.  

 

 

 

So the Momma ogre renters, but once again Elgweth uses a cantrip to say 

something nasty to her as if an orc said it and she IMMEDIATELY flies out the 

opening and crushes the pot against an orc’s head who promptly crumples to 

the ground.  Grunting, she goes back inside the tent.  

 

One enemy down, twelve to go.  

 

Elgweth has a plan already, and it involves webs and fire, and he doesn’t waste 

much time. What he needs to do is get the orcs bunched together as much as 

possible for maximum entanglement, and he does this by creating the illusion 

of a gopher.  



 

 

 

He has the little critter scamper around, running between drunken orc legs 

and skittering up the slope as if it can’t escape, basically trying to goad the 

orcs after it.  The plan works. In their normal frame of mind they might have 

tried to kill it anyway just for sport, but in their intoxicated frame of mind they 

REALLY want to smash the thing.  Several orcs clumsily stomp after it, cursing 

and shouting and sloshing beer from their mugs.  They can’t actually kill the 

thing because it’s not really there, but they’re too drunk and partially 

hallucinating to notice.   

 

Elgweth does this for a little bit trying to get the orcs into position, and then he 

unleashes a Web spell, firmly anchoring a clump of them between the slope 

and the tent.  This is followed immediately by two HURLED FLASKS OF 

FLAMING OIL that hit the top of the tent and ignite.  Momma Ogre charges out 

but she’s immediately caught in the webbing also.  

 



 

 

Six enemies are trapped, leaving one unconscious and five others utterly 

stupefied and stoned as webs engulf their allies and the tent ignites in flame.   

It’s a really, really bad situation to be in when you’re high and drunk.  

Predictably, chaos ensues. 

 

The orcs try to pull themselves from the sticky webbing, but due to their 

intoxication all Strength and Intelligence checks, well, ANY check really, are at 

Disadvantage. They just can’t seem to get the goop off them.  Momma ogre fails 

too and the flames creep closer to her rawhide apron and catch it on fire.  

 

To add further to the mayhem, Elgweth once again summons an illusion.  This 

time a giant spider identical to the ones they fought with the Black Spider 

appear from nowhere, and mandibles clicking, it skitters toward the nearest 

orc, this one banging miserably on a drum as a nightmare unfolds around him.  



 

 

He tries beating the spider with drumsticks and then finally tries to smash it 

with the drum itself, failing to see through the illusion and getting more and 

more and more terrified as the dying screams of his allies fill the plateau.  The 

synergy of the web and the illusory spider attack was really too perfect.  

 

Two of the orcs finally manage to rip free of the threads, but that only makes 

them easier targets for Cora the Halfling who somersaults into their midst and 

lands a critical hit against the back of the head, crushing the skull of one orc 

and punches a staccato rhythm into the ribs of the other, shattering internal 

organs.  He dies too.  It’s actually this scene that came to mind as it happened: 



 

 

Things are going well until the remaining orcs gather their bearings and 

converge on Cora, and that’s when the PCs discover that even drunk, stoned 

orcs are FAST, and if they hit you it really HURTS.  One of the four lands a 

whopping attack on the monk Halfling for 15 points of damage, but she’s able 

to scoot away, backflipping over and over and lands atop the higher ground.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The other three have been atop this pile of boulders, raining down death upon 

whoever looks vulnerable and it’s worked well so far.  Elgweth jumps down, 

runs to where Cora was fighting the orcs before she got clobbered and casts 

thunderwave.  A cacophonous explosion of sound slams the orcs off their feet 

and kills all four of them at once.  

The Momma ogre dies by fire and the last orcs that couldn’t get out of the web 

are dispatched as well, and within a short time there is only a single, terrified, 

stoned and drunk orc remaining who is still is trying to beat an illusory giant 

spider to death with his drum.  



Ultimately all the foes are killed, 

save for the drummer and he’s 

allowed to flee into the hills.  

There’s a good chance he’ll pass 

out later, forget this all happened 

and return to find the entire 

encampment burned down and 

everyone dead.   

 

Fun party! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Instead of letting the entire gaudy tent burn down, Carp summons a 

rainshower to quell the heat and Elgweth pulls the burning tarp away.  There’s 

some goodies inside, including a locked iron chest but Momma ogre has the 

key.  Inside are hundreds of silver and gold coins, as well as two scrolls with 

Magic Missile and Dimension Door, both written in the same handwriting and 

on the same kind of parchment.   There’s also gemstones and a few other odds 

and ends, so overall it’s a good catch, and there was only one scratch on Cora 

the monk in the whole battle.  

 

It would have been a massively difficult fight against 12 orcs and an ogre if 

they hadn’t been surprised and intoxicated.  Actually, for the four PCs, such a 

fight could have been lethal.  But it turned out better than expected and their 

wormwood brew evened the odds to the point that it was hardly a fight at all, 

and now they have the option of returning to Phandalin to collect their reward 



from Townmaster Harbin, or go back and check out that Necromancer and see 

why he had the same strange tattoo on his face like the Momma ogre, or they 

can swing by Cragmaw Castle in the Neverwinter Wood and take care of the 

threat they ignored before entering the Lost-Mine-That-Is-Now-Found of 

Phandelver.  

 

And that’s where we stopped.  

 

 


